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1975 
Witkin and his associates have done extensive 
work on the relation of various perceptual tasks to broader 
personality dimensions. An avenue opened by thi s research 
which was of particular s igil ificance to this paper conc erns 
the relationship between field dependence-independence B_nd 
the individual's sense of se-oarate identity. The more 
articulated the cogni tiire style, the more there is a ma"'1i-
festation of a sense of separate identity whicl'.l includes 
such things as an awareness of needs and feelingi:, which the 
person recognizes as his ow-~ and as distinct from others. 
By contrast a global cogniti v-e st yle which implies a 
diminished or lesser ~ense of separate identity is man5.- . 
fested by more reliance en -axt ernal sources for definition 
of one's attitudes, judg ments a.l'ld view of oneself. 
This study inve f.rtig2 .ted the relationship between 
differen ·~iati m1, ethnicity au.d adjustment as def ined b;; 
Maslow. 
It was hY.9othesiz sd that more adjusted blacks 
would be more highly ethnic and field ir::.dependent them les s 
~just {'.?d bl. .r9.cks, that adjusted blacks would be more · ethnic 
than li.dJc:.s-l;ed whites, that adjus ·tE:cl }Jeople would be more 
maladjusted would be m~re field dopendent tha n whi te 
maladjusted. 
Two gr-oups (Blac }: Ameri.ca"1. and Italian .1tTJ1erican) 
of young adult males vrer-H test ,~d on d~pendency using the 
Embedded Figu:r.es Test, on e"thnici ty u_sing the semantic 
differential and on adjustment using the Personal Orienta-
tion Inventory. 
Adjusted blacks were found to be more highly 
ethnic than maladjusted blacks. Adjusted blacks were also 
found to be more highly ethnic than adjusted whites. The 
field dependency hypotheses were not confirmed, 
The theoretical and methodological issues, which 
may have affect -ed the r esults, were discussed. It was 
concluded that in blacks a high degree of ethnic conscious-
ness contributes to adjus t ment and self-concept, Implications 
for future research were discussed, including the diffic 1.il ti es 
associated with using blacl-rn as subjects and the recommenda-
tion that a fu tu re .researcher be black himself, 
I would. li k e t o a.ckno wl ,ad t;e the cooperation and 
encouragement of the many individuals who made this 
research poesible, I am grateful to the t wo experimenters, 
C. Bernard Tomlin and Donald Pecchia, who did so much to 
make this study meanir• .gfuJ.. I would like to thank Ifir. Charles 
Landy and r,1r. Richard r:Ioreland of the Providence Boys' Club, 
Mrs. Phyllis Pacheco of the Providence Public Library, and 
Mrs. Mickie :~osario of -the Ebenezer .Baptist Church f .or their 
help in finding subjects. I sincerely appreciate the help 
and encoura gement of my rr.ajor professor, Dr. Alan Berman, 
and also that of the o-';;her members of my committee, 
Dr • . Lawrence Grebstein an:i, Dr. 'rhomas Gunning, as well as 
the many other fa .cul ty members al"'1d fellow students who 
shared in the plannin g and discussion of this project. 
FinallJ,r, I would J.i irn to express my most sincere apprecia-
tion to my wi fe for her encourage ment, moral support, 
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INTRODUCTION 
Witkin's field dependence-independence construct 
(Witkin et al., 1962) is one of the most carefully explored 
dimensions of cognitive style. The higher order construct 
is called psychological differe :ntiat:i.on c1nd this is 
understood to infer articulated perceptual and intellectual 
functioning, ax1 articulated body concept~ a f:iense of 
separate identity and structured specialized defenses. 
Wi:tkin and his assoclates have done extensive 
work on the ::::-elation. of three kinds of perceptual t2 ,sks to 
broader personality di mensions. The tasks require the 
. subject to deal with part of an org2mized field indepen-
dently o:f the . field. In the rod and frame test the s ub jec t , 
seated in a darkened room, adjusts to .the upright posi-t.io:1 
a tilted ltiminous rod centered within a tilted lumino us 
frame while the :frame remains tilted (Witkin 1 194 8 ; Witk:in 
and Asch, 1948 L In the body adjustment test the subj e ct 
is seated in a tilted position within a tilted room and 
adjusts his c hair to . a position that h,:l perceives as 
.upright, the r oo m remaining tilted. In. the embedded figures 
test the subject must recognize a si mple geometrical .,:, . J. igure 
within a more coT!lplex georn.etrical ground. .All o:f.' these 
tas?:s require isolation of some characteristics of the 
stimulus sitli.ation from a dee ei ving background. A moderate . 
correlation ( r = • .50) supports tha theory that each per-
ceptual task is tap:ping t :;"12 same basic personality 
dimension. Reflectin g in each case the strong influence 
2 
of the immediately surrounding field on the way that one of 
its parts is perceived, th e person who tilts the rod far 
toward the tilted frame and who tilts his o~n body toward 
the tilted room is likely also to take a longer time to 
recognizethe simple figure in the complex design of the 
embedded fig ures test. 
The Relation shi p 0¥ Intelligence to Differentiation 
An issue of some i mportance is the relationship 
that the three measures of field dependence-independence 
have with intelligence and IQ. Witkin (1962) found sig-
nificant correlaticns between field independence and 
Stanford-Binet and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 
(WISC) in a sample of 10 to 12-year olds. With the WISC 
there was a higher correlation with the perfo rmance sea .le 
than with the verbal scale. Goodenough and Karp (1961) 
.factor-analyzed the subtests of the WISC as well as the 
three measures of field dependence. 
ThrF..?e major factors er,ie!:·ged which corresponded 
adequately to a previous factor analysis of the WISC 
(Cohen, 1959 ). Factor I was J.a'o':;led "v ,?.rbal co mprehen si on" 
Information. 
and Gomp:cehension subtests. Factor II was labeled 
11 attention co ncentra .tion" and loaded on Digit Span, Ari th-
3 
·-
:me tic and Coding . Factor III ~ l abe led "anal ytical fie ld 
approach" 9 had s ub st an tia l loo .ding s for Picture Completion, 
.Block Design and Obj ec t As sembl y. The rod and fra me test, 
body adjust !·!1ent test and embedded f igu res test yielded 
high loadin gs on Factor I II. 
The question of how much Factor III is influenced 
by general intelligence (g) is somewhat obscure. Cohen's 
(1959) da ta did show that the three subtests which loaded 
on Wi tkin' s "ana,l ~rti cal field approctch" also loaded heav ily 
on general intelli g~nce. Also, it must be pointed out that 
analytic functio nin g may not be as inde pendent of Yerbal 
skills a.s W.i t kin clai ms. Crandall a.nd Sinkeldam (196 L~), 
using 10 to J.2-year .olds, and Wachtel (1968), using youn g 
adults, found si gnificant correl~tions between field 
independence and. t he three WISC s11btests loading on the 
"verbal comprehension 11 factor. Note that Block Design, 
which is most closely related to analytic functioning, 
correlates between ,27 and .54 with the Vocabulary subtest 
(Wechsler, 19!}9, 1967; Holtzman, 1965). Wi tkin rejects 
any bridge b9tween the analytical ft,nction and the WISC 
verbal subtests. However, since it doe·s appear that field 
independence is ernpirically lin k ed with verbal IQ, it is 
necessary to control f or IQ when relating field independence 
to other variables, 
Several lon git udinal studies (Wi t ki n, . Goodenou gh 
and ~arp, 1967 : Schwarz and Karp, 1967; Comali, 1965; 
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Shimack, 1968) were desi gned to test the development of 
di.ff'erenti ation. In the Wi-tkin, Goodenough and Karp study, 
two groups, one 8 to lJ :/eai·s of age and the other 10 to 
24 years of age, were evaluated on the extent of differen-
tiation in perceptual functioning . A progressive increase 
in the extent of field independence was evident up to age 
17. Within this developmental trend, children showed 
marked relat ive . stability in the extent of field independ8nce 
and field dependence . even over 14 years. At eac.h age 
individual consistency of performance across tests of field 
dependence was found. Their resr~l ts .indicate that for the 
average chil d development of field indep .endence (i.e., 
differentiation) i.s completed by age l'?. 
?~]( Differences in Different.iatiQ.I2 
Significant sex differences were found for the 
rod and fra.me test and the embedded figures test but not 
for the body adjustment test. There was progressive 
decrease in field dependence up to age 17. They concluded 
from available evidence that development of psychological 
differentiation tends to form a plateau in young adu lth ood. 
This leveling off was clearly evident when the eff ,~ct of 
differentiation was assessed i.n the area of perceptual 
functioning. ~ h . d .K ', '7) :::>c .warz an __ arp i..i..9b , using t he three 
esta blished test s (rod and .f:r·a.mc, "body adjustment and 
embedded figures)• 2..nd Cl)mali {1965), using rod and frame 
and em·bedded r":'igures tests, found that · a real return to 
field de,pendence - prob sb.1.y signifying de-differentiation -
does, in fact, occur but much later in life. Geriatric 
groups were found to be extremely field dependent a.."1d that 
this change toward de j;endency occt~i: 'S at some point between 
age 24 and old age. Schvmrz and Karp aY1d Comali suggest that 
the chan ge oceurs during the late thirties, generally, and 
that de-diffarentiation accelerates thereafter. However, 
there continues to be a clear difference between field 
dependent and field independent groups despite the overall 
tendency toward de-d.1.:fferentiation. The employed geriatric 
group was more fiel d l nd ependent than was the unemployed 
group. These 'lon gi"tudinal and cross-sectional geriatric 
studies suggest that i-t is a stable life situation in 
childhood that contributes to differentiation. This also 
suggests something about adjustment in old age. 
A number of studies ·have demonstrated consi stent 
sex differences i n .the fielcl dependence dimension. Males 
from age 8 to late middle age tend to be more field indepen-
dent than comparable groups of females. However, i.t should 
be emphasiz-ed that while these differences a.re consistent, 
they are also small, and that within-sex variation. of .field 
dependence is very substa.~tial. Sex differences have not 
been reported in th(.~ 4 to 8 age ran ge ( Goodenough and Eagle, 
196); Maccoby et al. 1 1965). Sex differences have not boen 
obtained in e;eriatric groups · (Sch war z and Karp, 1967) nor 
occasionally in coJ_le ge age group s (Bieri, 1960). Hore males · 
than females enter colle ge a..'1d fe:n!ales enter·ing colle ge may 
be more .field independent - th ,m thei r non-college peers. 
Sex role ide nti fication has been used to explain between-
. sex variance. 
Vaught (1965 ) used the rod and frame test with 
college stu den ts in con~u nction with a femininity scale 
( Gough, 19.52) to measure sex role identifica·tion and an 
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ego strength scale (Barron, · 1953) • . The most significant 
finding was that for males low ego strength was associated 
with field dependence (hig h ego strength with field indepen-
dence) regardless of sex role identification. But for 
females high ego strength was associated with field 
independence in. both lo v, and medium feminine identific at ion. 
The ccmbination of high ego strength and high femininity 
showed extrew1ely hi gh field d&pendence, Bieri (1960) 
studied cross-sex identification with par ,~nts in relatio n 
t f . ld . ~ ., o ie .1.nuepenuence, For malesw greater field indepe ndence 
was found when low a.cce:ptance of authority was combined 
with mother identification, while females exhibited the 
highest le ve l of field independence with : low acceptance of 
authority and father identification. The fundamental point 
·of these two studies is that a good part of the variance 
in field de pe ndence unaccounted for by biological sex 
differences ca.n be explai l};Sd by psychological va ~riable.s 
associated with sex role, 
Th ere is strong evidence that cross ~sex typing 
contributes to field dependence in females; the evide nce 
is less cle ar that cross-sex typing in males contrib utes 
to field independence. argued fer a soci .8.l 
learning interpretation of sex cifferer ,ces in field 
independence~ pointing , out tr:at males do better ·than 
females on. spatial tasl·rn beca11se cultural sex typing pro-
vides males with more op-portuni ties to practice ~ spatial 
tasks. I:f girls had adequate training in spatial tasks 
he infers that there would be a decline in field dependence 
and globali ty. •rhe most important evidence in support of 
Sherman's position is tha ,t, in studies done to date, sex 
differences are not evident at nursery school age; they 
emerge in the midc:le years of elementary school. However, 
contrary evidence is presented by F'erguson and Maccoby 
(19 66). They used a sample of boys and girls with marked 
discrepancies in verbal, number and spatial abilities. 
This differential spatial ability was associated with 
cross-sex t~rping for _both boys and . ~ gl.r .. \.. S • High spatial 
ability boys wers cha.racterized by a behavior pattern of 
low aggression and low ma,sculini ty while high spatial 
ability girls scored higher in overt ag 6-ressi venass. The 
pa.radox ie that if high spatial ability is a reflection 
of d.istinc t 1.y masculine sex type activities, why d.id the 
boys judged least masculine have the highest scorc=s on 
spatial ability? Likewi.sej why did high spatial ability 
girls . sh~w sc ,ni.i.ch ,n.asculine-oriented beha·.rior? 
½11ile the fore going leaves the questic~ ~nre-
solved 11 at this point small but consistent sex differe nces 
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have been sh v; \'!1 i n the Uni t~d States and a number of 
western Euro p e an ~ountrie s ( And?."'i eu;c, 1955; Be:mnett, 1956; 
Franks, 1956) as well a s in Ja.pan (Kato, 1965), Sierra 
Leone, Africa (Dawson, 1967a, 196?b) and Ni geri a (Okonji, 
Gross Cultural Stu die e of Diff erentia t ion 
The more general findings of cross-cultural 
studies have been to lend clear support to the field de:pen-
dency- i ~dependency oonstruct. Recent data have been 
collected on a number of primitive, non-western cult ure G. 
The findin gs are of importance because they s t rongly 
s,~po=t Witkin's claims about the influence of certain 
::inds of fami ly life st y le a.ml cultural sex role diffnrences, 
Dawson (1967a, 1967b), in a series 0f st ud h: s i n 
Sierra Leone (Af r ica)» found that the Temne tribe "pl a.ce 
considerable emphasis on values of conformity, group 
reliance, mai nte nance of authority, polygamy a.nd strict 
discipline". Such value s should contribute tc high level s 
of field dependence. Since the society is polyga rn.ous th e 
mother assumes th e primary role in the raising of childre n 
and is the primary disciplinarian while the adeq uacy of 
the father as a rol~ model for the son is somewhat l i mite d . 
Dawson had sons rate bot h parents as "very strict", "fairl y 
strict" and " not s o s t ric t". Strictr. ess was t"'1i gni f ic n.nt ly 
related to f ield depc.::.' -:tdenc e f er son s wr10 fe I t that t hey 
had received ver y str 5.ct discipline f rom their mot }1ers . 
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3ier~a LAcne ~ribG ~n which the mot~er is much less domina-
I:1 corr:pa~i:ng young a1lult 
males o:f ti1 f:: two tri b.-?s, the Temne were signif5.ca:.i.tly 
mor-e field c.e:pe.ndent than the l·iiende on the e·noedde,i :f:. t;u res 
test ( the 'J,1.ly meas1~r8 used). Thi:; conclusion is that the 
field indep en dence of the son is facilitited or inhibited 
as a function of the degree to which the muthe.r encour-a;es 
individual initiative and independence. 
da,i;a, 
Dawson (1967b) factor-analyzed the Sierra Leone 
One fa•::tor 1.o::d.ed positi velJ in the field irde pend ent 
direction for embedded figures test, Kohs Blocks, threa-
and educa."'.:i cn al z1ch3.C'1ve-:-r1ent. :i,iaternal dominance a.nd 
preference :fc.L· t .r2,cli t ionc sl (~i.S oppos2d t~ western) val~le3 
depen.-
dence). Intellige~ca and education see~ to be confo unding 
the Te:m.ne and ~;he Can adian Eskimo. The .2skir :,:;: di f:fel~s 
sharply frcn: the Tf'mne .not onl;:l cul. t:uro..lly but als0 b;y-
diver~i ty of ve ge tc---..tion, 1:'.:ha:i.r main liveli h ood is .f? .. 1.~,:d.n;_; 
ar:.d they move through the bu~,h on . ,.!ell-de fin ed pat>.1ways. 
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The Eskimo inhabits an enviro :n .. -n.ent which is bleak and which 
is marked by minimal variations in color. Given such an 
environment of fairly uni.form visual stimulation and a 
depe~dence on hunting as the primary source of food the 
Eskimo must, for s11rvi val sake, develop certain perceptual 
skills whi -~h will enable them to discriminate very slight 
variations in the physical environment. They must also 
develop a se 1:~c-mted :::i.n.d distinct view of open spaces in 
order to orient themselves relative to the objects around 
them. The Eskimo .language uses more geometrical spatial 
terms than does the Temne language. In addition~ the 
Eskimos are sldlled in their well-kr..ovm soapstone 
sculptures a.s well as in graphics a.n.d map-ma.king, acti vi.-
ties that are quite forei gn to the Tem11e. Harris (19cJ) 
reports th2.t EFJkimo children produce figure dr2.v1in g :3 -:hat 
appear to be more art.icula.ted than those done by a co m-
parison group of Amerh;an children. · 
There is a radical di:ffer·ence in the socia.lization 
practices of th~ two groups. '11he Ter11n1.:: pl2e e a stron g 
h . d. ' l. emp a.sis on severe 1sc1 p __ i n e and conformity. In the 
Eskimo cultu~e, the child re ~ receive a high degree of 
uncond:i. tional love ru1.d approval. They are rarely punished 
and are &.ble to manipulate their pa.rents in to granting 
their wish ,"-s. These t wo c ultures, then, differ signifi•-
cantly in th e: forces whic:h 1 accord3.nz to ~Ii tkin, facilitate 
or in:1ibi t differ ·2ntiatlon. The T2r:1..ne should show hi gh t'ff 
11 
field depend 0nce levels and the Eskimo lower field depen-
de nc e l eve l s. Berry divided his two groups into trandi-
tional and transit ional (i.e., toward a more western 
orientation mediated by education) groups. He added as a 
control group sa mples of rural and urban Scots. Comparabl e 
levels of forma l education were maintained within the 
Temne and Eskim o traditional and transitional groups. 
Five z,g<:: groups were sa mpled.a 10 to 15, 16 to 20, 21 to JO, 
31 to 40» and ov er age 40. Four spatial tests were used 
( em·oedded fi 67lres test , Kohs .Blocks, iliorrisby Shapes and 
Raven rv:atrices). The results yir:"flded highly significant 
differences betw een the traditio nri l and transitional groups 
on sll four t~sts. :n additio n , there was a clear diffe r -
entiation be-;ween '.I.'ertin.c and Eski mo with little overlap ir ~ 
the scores. ·rhe Eskimo was significant ly more field 
lnch:pendent th::m t he Temne and came close to matchin g 
the perfor rr.anc e of the Scots. The tendency in the transi-
tional Temne toward more field independence is consistent 
with the h;,'"Pothesis. The paradox in the Eskimo sample is 
that the trad itio nal (more ecologically de termined) group 
was more field dependent t1·1an th e transitional group. '::he 
transitional Esk imos have r:,ore f or mal education which also 
implies :nore hig hly develop ed. test-takin g skills and 
attitudes. One possible explanation rnay be the effect o.f 
. t + t· ( r tl l - ·1 06 -') experi men er expec ... a· ion ."{osen .1a_. , .1..,,, o • Another possi ble 
variation is that Witk in (1967) reports a selective migration 
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of relativ ely field indepel":l.dent perso:is to populated areas. 
Vernon (1965) cla:i. m.s t hat Eski mos fro m isolated Arctic 
com.muni t i es 1-:-erformed better on spatial tests than those 
living in closer co c tact with whites. Obvio us l y more 
research is needed on this particular po .int. But thi s 
would seem t o have great significance for political leaders 
in developin g nations to be able to predict who i~ likel y 
to become dissatisfied and wa.nt to emigr ate. 
It is interesting to note the sex differences 
el.lei ted in :aer-ry ·1 s stud y O The ?e r:me exercise firm 
control over women m~ children while in contrast the 
Eskimo allows considerable freedom to their women and 
children. Temne and Scot males were found to be consid er-
bl .. • l 3 • d l . th .~ • • t· • + • a y :nore r i e_ a. 1 n epc nc..e!Yt an 1 ema.J.es in neir re spec .-.1. "'-.rce 
cultures. However, no significant sex differenc .es were 
found in the Es k i mo s amples. The same res t,l ts vvere found 
in anc,ther Eskimo saxnpi& by rv:acArthur ( 1967 ). ;I1hf: Berry 
a.nd. MacArtht:r :3tudies appear to lend suppo1·t to the proposi-
tion that sex di ffere ~·1ees in field dE:pendence a.re a 
function of social role differences. 
Results :f r om cross-cultural i.r"!.v~s·t:i ga.~ions support 
the evidence of Ame::d.can investigations which ha v E. bee n 
concerned wi t h the effect of parent -ch i ld int eraction and 
sex role id entifica ti on on the lev(~l of f ::.eld de:penden e e, 
It would app ea r that Wit icin ~ s classifi c.::1ti on of mot hers as 
inhibitors or facilitato::cs of differentiation i s borne out 
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in more primitive and more homogeneous cultures. The 
development of f'leld dependence in the Temne has adaptive 
survival value for them while adaptation and survival value 
for the Eskimo leads to more field independence. Each 
mode of differentiation fits the ecological requirements 
of each culture. The question to be asked is obviously 
what are the ecological requirements of our own society? 
At first glance, one would opt for field independence, yet 
the heterogeneity of our culture precludes such a simple 
answer. The relative ecological value of field dependence-
independenr~e in our culture will be treated later. 
Personality and Motivation2 .l Correlates of Field Dependence-
Independ.ence 
There is a growing body of evidence which 
suggests that global-articulated cognitive style is part 
of a broader psychological dimension. In an earlier phase 
of his work, Witkin conceptualized an "active, coping" 
versus a "passive, submissive" relationship with the 
environment which corresponds with perceptual field 
dependency and field independency. More recently, Witkin 
(1962) described tho fo rms of' activity which are related 
to field dependency. (Some forms of activity are irrela-
vant, su:::h as activity due to a high energy level.) H:-rper-
kinetic activity s1utP-",es-ci ve of noor impulse control would 
..... ._ ... 
indicate a global field approach. No evidence is offered 
to support th is view. Where activity is defined as a 
striving or assertiveness toward well-defined goals, an 
analytic field approach is anticipated, 
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A Thematic Apperception Test assessment of acti-
vity scored for assertiveness a:..'ld counteraction did not 
yield a stable relations:'1ip with field independence. The 
active-passive dimension was tested for body posture using 
photographs with the face blotted out. Tne photographs 
were scored on 2 fcur-pcint ~:;cale from active-assertive 
to passivt~. A significant correlation with field inde:pen-
dence was found; i.e., those children with an analytic 
field approach appeared as more ready for action than 
children with a. g1obo.l approa·:!h. While these studies are 
not conclusive, it should in :fairness be pointed out that 
Witkin ls not postulating a one-to-one relationship between 
behaviorG.l aetivi ty and the mode of field approach since 
activity in overt behavior is multi-determined and similar 
behaviors will have different psychological meanings. 
Witkin also postulates a relationship between 
fi,;;}.d a:pp:oach and body concept through hu:"la.n figure 
drawings. Fclli:win g Goodenough (1926), W:i.tkin et al. {1962) 
employed t he figure drawing solely to ::.easure the level of 
primitiYity-sophistico.ticr , i n the cLild's dra·Nir;.gz . 
Assessment wa.s based on the fo1'T.l level of the drawings, the 
extent of identity, se l.: differentiation a.'1.d level of 
detailing, .For 10 to l2-year old boys the results were 
highly si gnificant wi t 1:. c orrelations found between sophis-
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tication scale s core s and. p er ce :pt ual scores (rod and frame, 
body- adjus"t mant and embedd ed f i gures ), Sophisti.cation of 
body concept was al ~;o si gn i fican-c ly rel~ -ted to the WISC 
Factor ·. III (a nalytic) but not related to the WISC verbal 
factor. The assu mption here is t he projective one that the 
child's figure dra vd ng represents his concept of his own 
body. rfnen Goodenou.gh' s intelli gence scale was used in . 
place of Wit l~in' s sophisticatio:1 scale , the sa.;11e correla-
tions were found. irhe t, ..:o scales have a correlation of 
~ 74. It is possible to argue that figi.1r.e drawings ar (:! 
really measu ring a. form of non-verbal intelligence, A 
number of s .i rdlar studies (Coran, 1965; Karp, S1lberma n 
and WintGrs, 1969; W:i.nastine, 19 69) of a.rt1culation b i body 
. concept have sh own that figure dr~wings by field depend1~nt 
subjects t end to be glcbal in character with little detail 
and U.'i.rea.listic representation and prop ortioning of body 
parts. Se xual characteristics a-re minimal or non-existent. 
There are few attempts at role represe ntati on. By contrast, 
fiel d in d ep endent ch ild ren clearl y articulate realistic 
proportion s , deta iled representai;ion o:r body parts, clear 
represer..tat ion o:f sex and atte~npts at ro l e representation . 
.Another ave:n.ue of approach concerns the indi vid.ual' s 
sense of s ,3par.a ·te iclenti ty. 'l\ te more articu J.c-o.t ed the cog-
:n-.;, .+1.· ""e . st: ,' le, +.,n:::. ·rr•.or~ .... 1. ,,: _.,....,,. .J.~ s .~ =ani· f ,:::,co•+ _ .... i. on ,.,~ ~ sen~ 0 V V ~ - - ~ ha~ ct u, . ~~u~~ • vi Q .a_ 
of identity which .tnc luc.es such things as an awareness of 
needs and f eelin gs wh:1.0h they recognize as 'their own and 
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as distinct from other .s . By cori \;1•ast, a global cognitive 
.i. ·, h. . . "' . - . . . ' d l f s 1.,y ~e, w .J.cn imp.LJ_es a a.imirn.sne or esser sense o 
separate identity, i.s i:1anifested ·by more · reliance on 
external sources for d.efinition oi' one's attitudes, judg-
ments, sentiments ar~d view of c,neself. 
One set of st udies indicates that field dependent 
subjects loc k to the faces of pec,ple around them in order 
to define how they themselves should react. They both 
lock more a.t other facea and are better able to remember 
fa,ces (Crutc hfi eld, Vloodworth and Albrecht, 1958; Konstadt 
a.'t'ld For man, 1965; Messick and Darnarin, 1964). Konstadt and 
Forir.an used an experimentally-controlled setting (rather 
than the free play setting used in other studies) to deter-
mine the effect of field dependence upon dependency-related 
behavior, ·Fourth grade subjects were given a letter 
cancellation task under conditions of experimenter · approval-
disapproval. The experi menter gave oral approval or dis-
approval frequently during the testing situation irrespective 
of the subjects• actual performance, The dependent 
Yctri2 .bles vi.are levels of pe rformance a.;7.d orientation toward 
peers and experime nter. The result~ were ~ccording to pre-
~lictions. There was a significant tendency toward poorer 
p~rformanc e from field dependent children under the dis-
approval co nditi on. No such te ndency was observed in the 
:field indt1pend.ent g roup. 
In regard to how of t en the subjects looked at 
someone else in the room there was significantly more 
looking behavior from :f.ic .ld - dependent subjects than from 
field independent subJec t s but only under the condition 
of experimenter disi- 1.pproval. There was also an order 
effect in that the field dependent children did more 
looking when disapproYal followed approval than when the 
order of conditions was reversed. A deer-ease in perform-
ance and an increase in locking behavior suggests tha .t 
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field dependents were mere disrupted by a negativ-e emotional 
climate than were fi~ld independents. The dependent group 
was more externally-directed in that their cognitivs-
effecti ve beha .vior was · differentially influenced by positive 
or negatiYe s,,cial cues. 
Etio!_ogy: of Differentiation 
Some of the a1-r'.:;ecede:nts of the global-articulated 
dimet1sion have been mentioned .above under the discussion 
of sex differences (Bieri, 1960; Sherman, 1967; Ferguson 
and !Jiaccoby, 1966). Witkin (1962) and Dyk and Wi tkin (1965) 
lnterviewad mothers of ·toys under study. The mothers• 
cha.racterist:tcs as a person and the nature of her inter-
action vd t~ her s en were the areas studied leading t1l 
an O"tl'erall ccriclusion that it is the mother who fosters 
or inhibits dl:ffere:ntiation. Significant correlations 
we:::-e found be tween th e sons' perceptual index. scores and 
the global r at ing of' the mother. The conclusion is that 
mothers of' field independent and field dependent boys 
-............. - /~ 
interact at 1-aast with ~h~ir male children in a manner 
~hat fosters one form or anot her of differentiation. 
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In another study, Wltkir. et al. (1962) measured 
both mothers and so r.s on the embedded figures test and a 
figure drawing test and then subsequently retested the 
mothers two to three years later. No clear cut association 
between the mothers• and sons' scores was found to support 
the hypothesis that field dependent mothers produce field 
dependent sons. Witkin attributes the results to the 
difficulties associated with administrating the embedded 
figures test under the special circumstances of the home. 
These results r emain inconclusive. 
In a similar study, Corah (1965) examined the 
f .lt.!ld depend {•mce levels of both mothers and fathers in 
relation to the field dependence lev-els of both sons a."'ld 
daughters. Thirty boys and thirty girls (ages 8 to 11) 
from sixty mi ddle-class families were tested with the 
embedded figures test and figure drawings. There was 
a positive a."'ld significant correlation between the field 
dependence scores of mothers and sons and of fathers and 
daughters whi l e the saine s~x correlations were non-signifi-
ca..~t. Corah proposed as an explanation cf the cross-sex 
influe nce t 1.1at it is the op 1)0Si te sexed parent who fosters 
appropriate sm mal 1.dentif lcation in the child. This is in 
l.ine w.t tl' ;. much of Biller's ( 1967) research on sex rol" 
identific a t ir.n1 a11d the effe c ts of .father . presence-father 
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absence, al thol.lgh it might be argued tha't there is still 
no clear cut theoretical link between appropriate sexual 
identi:fication .and field independence. 
Bieri (1960) provided some insight into the psy-
chological mechanisms which may mediate cross-sex, parent-
child associations with field dependence-independence, 
Barclay and Cusumano (1967) fow1d that there was no 
difference in cvert masculine identification between boys 
from father present and father absent homes when the 
Gough (1957) femininity scale was used to measure sex role 
identificaticn. Barclay and Cusumano attributed this to a 
compulsiv(j denial of feminine t~ndencies as a result of 
growing up in a matriarchal setting. However, when tha 
same boys were tes ·ted 1:;n the rod and fra111e test, a signifi-
cant relatic,nship was found batv;een father c>.bsence a.:."1.d 
field dependence, 
Of particular interest for the .purpose for which 
thi~ study is being done, they found that there was 8. 
significant differenc~ in field dependence for black 
subjects in relation to the white subjects who were mere 
field independent. Race di.d not interact signi f icantly 
with 'the father presence--absence variable. 
Differ{-mtlati~n and l?svchooat h\.1_:L.:,Jr.,l 
indicated tha.-t there is a 
r.alationship between ccenitive style and the nature of 
defenses. Persons who e:r.peri ,~.:1ce l ife ir:. an. ~uticulated. 
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fashion tend to use specialized defenses such as isolation. 
In contrast, those with a more global approach tend to use 
such defenses as massive repression and primitive denial. 
Pollack and Goldfarb (1962), with disturbed children as 
subjects, found that pathology ranged across the entire 
perceptual spectrum but that there was a tendency to 
cluster at the extremes of the distribution. Thus, psycho-
pathology is less likely to develop among the intermediat~s 
than among the extremes. Field dependent children tended 
to suffer from identity problems, poor ego controls, 
strong feelings of inadequacy, passivity and helplessness. 
Those patients with an articulated field approach were 
outwardly aggressive, isolated and over-ideational in their 
thinking. 
Fishbein (1963) found marked field dependency in 
clinical groups with serious dependency problems, such as 
asthmatic children. Witkin (1962) described the clinical 
picture of field dependent groups in terms of poor impulse 
control, serious identity problem, marked dependency, 
passivity, lack of responsibility and initiative, feelings 
of inadequacy and poor ego resources. The clinical picture 
of the field independent group is marked by well-organized 
neurotic defenses, rigid controls, over-intellectualization, 
circuriscri ~ed . i.n:terpe:rsonal relationB r emotionally distant 
and para11oidal tendencies. Marked field dependency has 
been demonstrated i n a number of clinical groups with 
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symptoms which are customarily associated ·with dependency 
problems. Alcoholics present a consistent picture of 
marked field dependency (Baily, Hustmyer and Kristofferson, 
1961; Karp and Konstadt, 19651 Karp, Poster a.11.d Goodman, 
1963; Karp, Witk.in a.nd Goodenough, 1965a, b). Other groups 
with marked field dependency are obese people {Karp and 
Pardes, 1965), enur~tic children (Scallon and Herron, 
1969), pat .ients with :f'unctional cardiac disorders (Soll, 
1963), pe:tients with hysterical character structure 
(Zukmann, 1957) and catatonic schizophrenics (Jannucci, 
1964). 
Field independent persons axhibit different 
kinds of pathology including delusions, expansive and 
euphoric ideas of grandeur, outward. direction of aggression, 
over-ideation and a continuing struggle for identity main-
tena.i1cs however bizarre the at-tempt. The articulated 
cognitive style has been found among ~any paranoids 
(Jannucci, 1964; Powell, 1964) and obsessive compulsives 
(Zukmann, 19.57). 
A :f'inal dimension of cognitive style has been 
designated "':'liability-fixity" (Wernl!r, 1957r Witkin, 196,5). 
There is evidence to suggest that some field ind9pendent 
pgrscns function consistently ln an articulated fashion 
while others ·;.a1a.y vary more a.ccord.3.ng to particular circ11m-
stances or th~ir l nn er state. Al the.ugh. both kinds of people 
can f tmction in a field :independent mann!!r, the .. fixed" 
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always does ""mereas tho one who is "mobile" may or may not. 
Mobility is restricted to field independents in that they 
presumably have available to them both a develo~mentally 
advanced mode of functioning (field independence) and a 
developmental.ly earlier mode (field depende~ce). One 
could speculate that this fixed-mobile dimension could be 
useful in explaining why .fixed ±"'ield independents may be 
more likely to develop psychopathology in that they have 
fewer real options available to them for coping with 
situational stress. Field independents as a group are 
more creative (Stevens, 1969). This may well be a function 
of the mobility of their field independence. 
A common assumption is that a field independent 
cognitive style is to be more valued than a field dependent 
cogni ti ,,e style. There is some reason to accept this 
assumption if one understands that the more articulated 
person benefits from more diversified resou~ces for coping 
than does the less articulated and if one limits a positive 
value judgment to this one issue. Any broader application, 
however, . must deal with the further issue of how one uses 
these resour;::es in the adjustment process. Pathology is 
as like!.y to dev-elop in either mode of differentiation. 
Where the highly differentiated person relies heavily en 
intellectualization as a typical defense, there is a 
con~orr-.mitant danger that his emotional life may be severely 
und(;?rdevelope "'i· Many dlf:f.erenti :ate<i persons do spend their 
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entire adult lives in mental institutions. One can ask 
whether it is better to be a catatonic schizophrenic (the 
likely form of' schizoph1"en.ia in field dependent persons) 
or a paranoid schizophrenic (the likely form in field 
independent persons). 
Adaptive Value of Differen·~iat_ion 
A value for either form of cognitive style may 
better be found in relation to the environment in which the 
person lives. Evidence for this is cited in the cross-
cultural studies where field dependence has adaptive value 
fer the Temne and where field independence has adaptive 
value for the Eskimo. The field dependent person with less 
analytical ability and the personal characteristic of pre-
ferr .ing to be wi t}1 O"Cl1ers ·and for cooperation with the p.eer 
group is both. likely to favor and ·be wel 1-sui ted for 
different occupations than the more analytical and more 
isolated field independent person (Barrett arid Thornton, 
1967). Maturity is usually defined as a combination of 
differentiation and integration. It is quite possible to 
be highly differentiated while la.eking integration to the 
extent that would preclude maturity. 
It has already been pointed out that superior 
ebility on cognitive disembedding tasks correlates highly 
with Factor III on the WISC but that the correlations wit h 
Factors I and II (verbal i-:omp:r.ehension and attention concen-
traticn) a=e correspondingly low. On~ cannot make the 
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assumpti o,n +.hat .field .ii.1.depe ndent :perscns are more intelli-
gent per sa tha."'l field dependent persons. It has been 
. shown that field dependent persons show greater incidental 
learning for social material than field independent persons 
but do not differ on non-social material (Eagle, Goldberger 
and Breitman, 1969). Likewise field dependent persons are 
better at re!nembering :facas ( Mesmick a.vid Daraa?:·in, 196L~). 
Groups of field de~ende nt m:ile:;; are able to achieve a 
unanimous ccncensus in l ·!lSS time than was required by field 
independent groups (Wallach~ Kogan anc. Burt, 1967). In sum., 
each mode of cognitive s1:yle has particular value for 
different situations and it wo-;.1ld be incorrect t. :, unilater-
ally value one mode over the othzr. 
As indicated in this review of t~e lit erature, 
field dependency is a multi-faceted psychological model 
with numerous .implications and applications in the interpre-
tation of personality variables. This thesis will use the 
field dependency-.indep:~ndency construct in an. e:ffort to 
examine the relationship between ethnicity and the self 
actualized personality. In particular, this study has used 
a sample of the black American population as a means of 
focusing on the interaction ·between ethnicity and field 
dependency. Italian Americans w-~re used as an ethnic 
control group. 
Over the years there r.as been considerable investi-
gation into the developmer. t of self-identity a .. -nong black 
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.Americans vii thin the larg er, predominantly white society. 
For the most part, this investigation has focused up .on 
identity formation in y0ung black children. There has been 
little research on the development of black self-identity 
in adolescen~e and young adulthood. This study has as .its 
focus the young adult black ms.le. 
Devel om~en t o.f Self- Id-en ti tv i n 31~ .. ck Americans 
_______ ............................... a:c----=--------·---------------- ......... --
It is color that is the inescapable fact of life 
of the black: experience in American socif)ty. For the black 
child color is inl1erent in his self-concept. As awareness 
of self becomes defined, it finds its definition in a 
social conte xt in which color is valued or devalueri. The 
child between the ages of three and seven gradually attains 
his concept of himself~ The younger child {ages three to 
four) becomes aware of his color but has little understanding 
of the value placed on color by society. 
Traditional experiments haYe delineated the devel-
opment of racial awareness in children. Experimenters !!aYe 
used white and black dolls or pictures of white and black 
children to de termine racial awareness. 'l'he abili t -., 'to ., 
make racial distinctions be gi ns abou-t age three in bot h 
races (Cla.r l< an d Clark, 19£~7; Stevenson and Stewart, 1958s 
Stevenson ~md Stave nson , 1960). This ability grows through 
age sevf'l:n a t which ti me · virt 1~ul-ly all -children make accurate 
identificati<.) rJ:s. There is some evid t?nce that there may be 
a predisposj :'::l on to early ethnic awareness by virtue of 
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membership in a minority group (Radke et al., 1914-9). Hadke 
f,,wi.d that Jewish children between ages five and nine were 
mere aware of their group membership than were Protestant 
or Catholic children. Goodm2.l""'l (1952) found that northern 
black children became aware of racial differences earlier 
than did white children. By contrast, Morland (1958) and 
Stevenson and Stewart (1958) found that in Virginia and 
Texas white children reached racial awareness at a.~ earlier 
age tha.~ did black children. It is possible that in the 
latter studies black children re.fused (rather than were 
unable) to make racial identifications on the doll task. 
Racial identification necessitates racial evalua-
tions. Kennet h Clark (195 .:,) says, "The child cannot learn 
what racial group he belongs to without being involved in 
a larger pat tern of emotions, conflicts and desires which 
are part of his f.;rowi.ng knowledge of what society thin.~s 
about his race" (p. 23). Consistent results have been 
found in a series of s tudies which have measured racial 
evaluations (Glark and Clark, 191~7; Stevenson and Stewart, 
19.581 Radke and Trager, 1950; Goodman, 1952; Morla..~d, 1962). 
When black and white. childre n were given a choice between 
a black a .~d wh.i te dolli t he rna.jor.i.ty of both races chose 
·the white one. Morland (1962) found that while 60 percent 
of black children pr.ef~rred to play with children o!' the 
other race, cnly 10 percent of whlte children so preferred~ 
Goodman (1952) found hostility directed toward their own 
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rac ·e in 24 percent of the black children in her study while 
only 9 percent of these childr~n directed hostility toward 
whites. Fer whites in the same study JJ percent :were 
a~tagonistic toward black children but none were hostile 
toward their own group. Thus, in the past history of the 
black American experience, the effec-ts of racism have been 
to ·produce a climate in which many blacks internalized the 
attitudes of the larger society leading to feelings of 
racial inf'eriori ty and self-hatred. This phenomenon ca...,_ 
be seen in such behaviors as "passing" and nhair straighten-
ing", . which are, in essence• a denial of one• s racial 
origins, 
Parker and Kleiner (1965) focused their research 
on the iss ue of "passing" or "turning white" and found 
that in their review of the literature that "almost every 
study of psychopathology a.mong Negroes indicates that the 
Negro who is not identified with other members of his own 
group, or who aEpires to be white, is relatively more prone 
to mani.fest various forms of mental ill health" (p. 157). 
:Slacks in :psychiatric hospitals were found to be strongly 
iderrtlfied with their own group or strongly non-.identif.i.. ed 
with ·their group, while ccm..'nunity-based blacks tended to be 
ambivalent about their racial identification. They suggest ~)d 
that ambiYalence may be adaptive but that extreme reactions 
.in either direction. :l.e., "polarization of racial .identifi-
cation"'• mrzy be psychopathogenic. They defined the psychia-
tric ally heal t hy black a.s on.e with conf'licts about his racial 
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idcn'ti::fication. Th,s mentally ill :pe1"'son tries to remove 
the conflict from conscious awareness. The psychiatrically 
healthy black person basically identifies with blacks, 
but ls aware of and realistic about his status in the 
larger community. Another form of identification is the 
extreme defensive or reactive one in which ~ne individual 
denies that there are problems in being black. 
A number of studies have focused on the conflicts 
that contribute to self-identity. Rainwater (1966) saw 
the family as the "crucible of identity". The black urban 
lower-class forms a distinct subculture which has originated 
as a reaction to discrimination and guarantees survival. but 
which paradoxically I!lakes it dif:f'icult for its memLers to 
function in the working or middle-class world (Rainwater. 
1966; Drake, 1965). The matriarchal patte1"n of family life 
has its effects on the child's self-concept - (Frazier 1 1962; 
Drake and Clayton, 1962). Rainwater (1966) estimated that 
two-thirds of lower-class urban black children do not li"ve 
in a family headed by a man and a woman during their :first 
18 years of life. The attitude of these mothers toward 
their children may be on~ of' ambivalence or in.dif.ference 
leading to the early development of peer group contacts 
for lower-class children (Ausubel and Aust~bel• 1958). 
Toda.y, howe"1er, we are seeing a reversal of these 
old attitudes and an emergence of racial pride and group 
identity with various ma.~ifestations (Black Power, Black 
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Is Bea.utif ·aJ., A:fro-American Studies) and which all center 
around conc epts of solidari t y a.r~d. broth~rhood within the 
black community. The question which arises is whether 
this deYalopm ent of a strong group identification gives 
rise to a stronger sense of self or a diminished sense of 
self, 
Traditlonally, the literature would indicate that 
strong identification with one's ethnic, religious or racial 
group, with its constrictions and submergence of individual 
identity to group valu es, would give rise to a more field 
dependent personality. The hypothesis of the present study 
is an opposite one. in r<3gard to the black population. As 
a group they have in the past experienced a lack of group 
pride and awareness with a resultant poor self-image and 
identity formation. This new group solidarity should give 
individual blacks a greater sense of self (rather than a 
diminished s snse of self). Therefore, those blacks who 
idsntify strongly with their ethnic group will more likely 
b& proactive rather than reactive, more internally directed 
than externally directed, and consequently more field 
independent 'than those bla 1~ks who evidence little group 
identification. 
Recent studies which give support to this hypo-
·thesis have focused on the concept of black power. Black 
-power id€ology as ori ginally con~eived was a political and 
economic stra t egy for achieving black liberation as well 
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as an ar.:tidote to the destructive self-image held by blacks 
(:F'ranklin, 19691 Pinderhughes, 1969). Lessing and Zagorin 
(1972a, 1972b), using a Black Power Ideclogy Scale, found 
that black college students who scored in the Black Power 
direction saw the black person as closer to the ideal 
person than did those blacks who scored below the median 
on the ideology scale. In a further study (L,assing, 1973), 
high school students were tested on the Black Power Ideology 
Scale and confirmed the hypothesis that black students, 
high in black power orientation, would have a more positive 
self-concept than low endorsers of black power. 
Jl 
II 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
The primary purpose of' this study was to deter-
mine the relationship of ethnicity to both field dependency 
and adjustment. 
f . d" . 1:n :i.ng mearung, 
Ethnicity f'or this study was defined as 
value and self~identity in one's ethnic 
origins and cultural traditions. Ethnicity for the purpose 
or this study is not to be confused with ethnic or racial 
militancy or political ideology. Adjustment was defined 
in terms o:t' the sslf-actualizing person of Maslow. 
The predictions werea 
1. Black field i ndependents are more likely to be 
highly ethnic than black field dependents. 
2. Mo.re adjusted blacks will be more highly ethnic 
than maladjusted blacks. 
J. Adjusted blacks will be more highly ethnic than 
adjusted whites. 
An &dditional purpose of this study was to examine 
the relationship between adjustment and field dependency. 
The predictions werea 
4. Adjusted people are more likely to be field 
independent than maladjusted people. 
5 • . Black maladjusted wlll be more field dependent 
than white malad j usted. 
The major pragma ti c value of this research is to 
pr -esent an F.:.l ternati ve v iew to the prevalent view of 
J2 
e'thnoc~ntrism wh:i.ch tends to present ethnics as conf.:'.tricted 
personalities. 
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III 
METHODOLOGY 
Subjects 
The subjects we:ce eighty-eight males between the 
ages of sixteen and tw~~nty-one. This age group fit the 
author's def ini ti on of "you..."lg adu.l t", and the literature 
suggests that an age difference within this range would not 
be a conf'ou..,ding Yariable. Socio-economic status a-1.d 
general intelligence level were determined by self report 
{Appendix A) and while this method lacks some precision 
it was the author's intention to do a "street study" 
within the gen.eral guidelines of a laboratory. This was 
not a random sample nor was it intended to be. The sa~ple 
was chosen to demonstrate compatibility between high 
ethnicity and ad j ustment as defined i~ this study, A more 
random sample would be needed to generalize the findings 
beyond this study, 
The Black American group ranged in age from sixt ~en 
to twenty-one with an average s.ge of 17,6 years. SeYenty-
three percent labe:ted. t hemselves as belonging to the working 
class and 25 percent called "themselves middle-class while 
one subject (a ministe r 's scn) . .identified his family as 
professional class. 
Sixty-five percent judged th8ir in t elll genc9 to 
be average, while 25 percent checked above-aYera ge a:i.d 10 
percent chec't:ed superior. In response to the grade that 
they u.stlall~ t received. in school, 48 percent answered 
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mostly C, 48 percent answered mostly B,and 4 percent gave 
mostly A as their answer. It was the author's intention 
to sample an "average" population and the age and intelli-
gence distri'b '.1tion of this group was accepted as homogeneous 
enough tc proYide a representati,,e sample. Sixty percent 
of the saiuple came from the Fox Point and South Side Beys' 
Clubs in Providence. Thirteen percent were members of the 
Ebenezer Baptist Church in Provid.enca and the remaining 
27 percent were college students (one from Brown University, 
one :f'rom Providence College, and the remainder from the 
University of Rhode Island). 
The Italiai.'"1. American group (control) ranged in 
age from eighteen to twenty years old with an average age 
of 19.2 years, Forty-three percent identified their homes 
as working class homes, 41 percent as from middle-class 
homes, and 16 percent as from professional class homes. 
Sixty-two percent estimated their intelligence as 
average, while .36 :percent checked above-average, and 2 percent 
checked s uperior. In response to the grade that they 
us~ally n~ceived in sch ,ool, JS percent answered mostly C, 
52 percant answe:-ed mostl~r B, and 10 percent answered 
mostly A. The majority of the Italian .American group ( 70 
percent) wr~re University of Rhode Island students a the 
r-emainde .·c were from Rhode Island Junior College. 
Socio-econom.ic status and general level of 
intelligence are presented in Table I. 
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Potential ::nfbjects were either ci;ntacted 
directly by one of the 0xperimenters {see Procedure) in 
this study or· arrangements w0re made by the author with a 
sponsoring organization, such as the Fox Po in t Boys• Club, 
the South Side Boys' Club• ~11d the l~beneZdl."' Baptist Church. 
Apparatus 
A Backgrou.."'ld In.formation questionnaire (Appendi x 
A) was used to collect socio-cultural data. The pri ma..7 
purpos& of -the questionnaire was to for"ID an estimate of 
the cultural class to which each subject belongad r..ls well 
as an estimate of his intelle(1tu2J.. ability. · 
Ethnicity was measured by the Se~antic Differen-
tial (Osgood 11 Suci, a.nd Tannenbaum, 1957) usi ng concep ts 
"Me"; "Black Ameri~)a.ns", and "Italian Americans" {Ap:pcr.dices 
B, c; DL Twelve scales which were used with each conc 0p t 
are good-bad, kind-cruel, clean-dirty, 'beaut iful-u gly, 
sacred-profa ne, important-unimpcrta nt J strong-1,veak, haz·d-
soft, powerful-powerless, 2~ctive-pas siv e, quiclr-slow, and 
excitable ~-cal.m. For each set of words (e.g., good-bad) 
there were seven inter--rening spaces a.1::d the subje ct• s t ask 
was to make a chec k :nark on th1~ s:pa.c,~ -...,.hlch :::~:fleets his 
best judgment about +,h e concept ln question. The suac .es, 
~ . 
The sea.lea were count0rbalanced so that positively an.d 
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1'.ABLE 1 
Ch~ract eristi cs of t he Subjects by Social Class * 
Int~),.JJ,t;enc e_? rni Grade l~lf,s~ Often Received in School 
Social Class 
Group Profess.ion.al Middle Working 
Black Americans 
--------
Italian Ameri.ccl.nS 
Sunerior ______ , _________ ....__, 
Black Americans 10% 
Italian .~~ericans 2% 
Grade Most 
A 
Black Americans 4% 
It~ian _,'\."'nericans 10~~ 
-it By self report 
41% 
Intelligence 
Above-Average 
2.5% 
Often Received 
B 
48% 
52% 
73% 
4J% 
In 
Aver~ 
6.5% 
62"fo 
. I 
Schoel 
C 
1~8% 
J81~ 
J7 
negatively loaded words appe ·::u:ed ra..""'ldomly in the left 
colurr-...n. One scor.e was obtained for each concept by simply 
adding the pluses arid minuses. T.he g-roup scores for the 
ethnic concept were the:n di7ided at t.i1e median to produce 
a hig,h ethnic group and a low ethnic group. 
Each subject was tested only en the concept which 
was appropriate to his e'thn:.c group. The scores for the 
concept "Me" were not calculated since the pri;na_7 pur:pose 
of this ta ~tk w&.s to fa.1tlli :trize subject~ with the task. 
~he Group Embedded .Fig,n~es Test ( Oltman, Raskin 
and Witk.in, 1971) was used as a mea;c;ure cf field depcndenca-
independence. This teat is an adaptation of the Enbedded 
1950). The two tests cor.relate well 
(r = • 82) f'o.r males. '.rhe tas;.; in t }·d.s test is to separate 
as quickly as ccniplex field 
in which it is incorporated. The test booklet is arranged 
so "that the simple foi:-ms appear er.. the ba.ck ccver oi' the 
booklet a.l"ld all test i ten :.s are on the right-ha..,..,.d page of 
the booklet. This perini ts the su'bjact to look at the simple 
f'orm as o:f ·ten as ha wishes but .hr~ cannot compare the simple 
form -::-li th the complex figure sLn:,;.J. tr?..--i.oou.sly. 1rhere are 
three tsections t;o the test. - Section One is a practice 
::H.H3sion_1 and while it ha.s a t1.nw limi·i; of two r:-•. inutes i.n 
this st udy the ~?xperi nwr.tBr gave ffXt:::·.a ti:r:18 and V'3ri .f .i~d 
that aer~:'l sub;j~ct c<,ul d id(:';ntify e ach r,f the .for~s i:.:1 
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i ·tems each which ~re of in cr t~a sing complexity and each 
sect.io n i s t imed. a:t five minutes each. The subjects were 
told that these t.._,...-o s ections were t imed. Hig.11.er scores 
reflect relatively field independent functioning and lower 
scores relatively f'ield de:pende.:;-:.t functioning. 
The Personal Or i cntati 1,n Inventory (Shostrurn, 
196.5) was used as a measure of adjustment (POI). The POI 
b.as been validated using nominated groups such as factory 
supervisorst student nurses, service organization volunteers, 
college juniors and saniors, P.ntering college freshmen, 
high s~!hocl students, hospitalized psychiatric patients, 
delinquent males, alcoholic :;nales and psychopathic f'elons 
(males). Concurrent Yalidity wa.s also tested through 
correlations with other measures of similar traits such as 
the Minnesota Mult.iphasic Personality Ir1ventory, Eysenck 
Personality Inventory, Sixteen Personality Factor Question-
naire, Guilf t,rd-Zimmerman Temperar.nent Sur-v-ey, Study :.of 
Values, Authoritarian Scale and Dogmatism Scale. Reli-• 
a·bili ty coefficients for the major scales of Time Compet-
ence and Inner Direction are , 71 and .77 respectively. Ti m~ 
Competence measures the degree to which a person lives 
in . the present as opposed to the past or the future. The 
time ccr.ipet ent person is oriented to the present time with 
full awareness o!" his situation. and full enotional response 
to .it while the time incompetent person is more orier.: t ed 
to the past \··d th its guilts, r e grets and res entments ,-,r 
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toward the future where he is concerned with goals, plans, 
expectations and fears. The inner or self-directed person 
is guid ~;d for the i;ic,st part by his internalized principles 
and motivations while other directed persons are influenced 
to a greater ext (~nt by their peer group or other situational 
forces. High scores on these cv10 scales are indicative of 
ad,justmen-'c and low scores of ri1al:adjustment. 
The POI manual recommends that these two scales 
be used as a.'1. estimate of adjustment and that for statisti-
cal purposes it is bettsr to use the raw scores on these 
scales rathe~ than the ratio scores due to the statistical 
complexities of the ratio scores. This study has followed 
tha-t recommendation. The test itself comprises 150 items 
involving a :forced choice. Sample items are given in 
Appendix E. 
Two experimenters were used to administer the 
tests. Bo-th were twenty-year old male psychology majors 
at the U:ni verr~i ty of' Rhod~ Is.land. One was a Black Arneriean 
and the other was an Italian Americ~"'l. These exparimenters 
were tcained in test admir:istration by the author and 
conducted the testing either with individuals or with 
groups. In any group testing session ir.. which the author 
participated, the expe1--imenter held the major role of test 
administra:to:r · while th.ii') a.uthcr restricted himself to the 
mi'nor ro.le of passing out a."ld collecting papers and pencils. 
Since the major focus of this study was the relationship 
betw~en ethnic consciousness and adjustment, the two 
expe ;rimenters served to increase congr'..1ence between the 
experirr:~nters a."ld their respective subjects and thus 
provide more optimal conditions in which the subjects 
coul .d respond with maximum freedom. 
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The order of presentation cf the tests wasa 
background. inftH-r1ation) fellowed by th,:; sema.'l").tic diff eren-
tial.. for the concept ":me", embedded figures test, personal 
orientation inventocy, and finally, the semantic differen-
tial for the ethnic concept, "Black .Americ .a.n'·' or "Italian 
American". The total testing time vari.ed between sixty 
and seventy mi.nutes according to the size o:f the group .. 
Standard instructions were read by the experimenter and 
tim& was kept for the embedded figures test which alone 
had a time limit. 
As had been a."'lnounced in the in.i tia.l con.tact: a.11 
subjec"ts were paid $2. 00 each ±'or th air time and cooperation. 
Arrangements have been made tc provide the sponsoring 
organizations with the generaJ. findings of the study vrhen 
it i .s co!llpleted. Subjects themselves we.re given a shcrt 
debr i .ei~ing in which the hypotheses and expected resul ·ts 
were explained. 
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IV 
RESULTS 
Hypothesis 1, that black field independents 
would be more likely to be more highly ethnic than black 
field dep~I :..dents, was not con:firmed. 1rhe t score for this 
hy·pothesis is presente::d in Table 2. A scatter plot of the 
data is presented in Appendix F. 
Hypothesis 2, that more adjusted. Black Americans 
would be mora highly ethnic than maladjusted Black .Americans, 
was con:firrned .for both Time Competence and Inn.er Di.rection. 
:Means, s-tandard cieviations and t scores '3.r~ pr t1sented. in 
~Cable J. Scatter plots of the data axe presented in 
Appendic~s G and H. 
Hypothesis J, that adjusted Blaclts would be more 
highly ethnic than adjusted whites, was confirmed for both 
~:ime Competence and Inner Direction. , M8ans, standard 
deviatio:1.s and t scores are presented in Tabla 4. 
Hypothesis 4~ that adjusted people would be more 
likely to be .field independent than maladjusted people, 
~as not conf'lrmed. 11he chi-square analysis is presented in 
Table 5. 
Hypothesis , 5, t:hat the black maladjusted would 
be mor-a .field dependent than the white maladjusted, was no't 
con.firrr u~d. The ch.i- Gq_uare an a lysis is presented :ir. 'rable 6. 
Ethnicity 
TABLE 2 
Ethnicity Data For Black Field Dependents 
And Black Field In~p endents 
Groups 
Black Field Black Field 
Dependents Inde"Dend tmts 
--..........o1.-
Mean SD N Mean ~"T--, ... ,.u 1'~ 
11.5 8.85 20 15 7.04 24 
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t 
• 68 NS 
TABLE 3 
Ethnicity Data For Black Adjusted 
And Black Maladjusted On Time Competence 
And Inner Direction 
Groups 
Black Adjusted on 
Time Competence 
SD N 
Black Malad.justed 
on Time Comuetence 
Mean Me an SD N t 
·--------------------------
.Ethnicity 16. 9 7.17 22 10 .S. l'? 22 
Inner Directiqn Inner ·,, . J.. J .. ,ir ec t ion 
Mean SD N M~an. SD N t 
J~>thnici ty ., 6 ., ..i. • :) 8.14 22 10.4.5 7.64 .22 2.55 ,(.02 
Ethnicity Data For iHack And Wed te 
Adjusted Subjects On Time Compete nce 
_____ A_r-1d;;;.....I_n=ner Dire ,; t .ion 
Groups 
Black Adjust ed on White 
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____ T.;..:i= m"'-'tt. Compe t enc ____ e '.r i. m ~ 
Ad.justed on 
Comnetence 
Mean SD N N:ean Su N t 
• Ethnicity 16.9 7.18 22 12.5 ,( '!'70 1...:. ! ,/ 22 2.1.3 <-05 
____ ,,, _ _ .._____ 
_Inn.er Direct5 .on T a~ r-\ • ....... ~ 4-i -..-~nn ,:..-!;-..!:'. 1. L e , ,.,__ 1., n 
Mean SD N Meo.n -;n "~ 
,_ .. !;:'..:::'.----!.!..-.-- t 
Ethnicity 16.5 8,14 22 il . 23 5.8.3 22 2. 48 < .02 
TABLE 5 
Chi-Sy_uare Test O:f' Signi:fi•~ance 
Between Diff eren t ia t i cn ~illd A.9.J us tm~nt 
DIFFERENTIATION 
Field Dependent Field Independent 
High Adjusted !----2~2 __ I_2_9 ___ _ 
Low Adjusted 20 17 
degrees of freedom ;: 1 
Chi-Square= 1.056 Non-Significant 
TABLE 6 
Chi-Squa:cG Test Of Significance 
Between Dif:fE:rentic.t.ion And Ji;a.l. adjt 1.f;tment 
For Bl?.cks A!ld Itali a.1_ Ar,1l7ric:qD.§___ 
DIFFERENT IA·rION 
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.Field Dependant Field Independent 
Black Maladjusted 
Ita.l_ian Arner:i.ca"1 
Maladjusted 
deg~ees of :freedom= 1 
Chi-Square= 2.19 Non-Significant 
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V 
DISCUSSION 
The main jntention of this study was to examine 
t " .. t'"' al bl k l t. ( . :f"'. al 1 a cross-sec · 1.on 01 He norm ac popu a ion speci i.c _ y 
young adult males). The literature has specified the 
debilitating effects that racism has had on the self-
identity and psychological adj ustment of b lack children. 
The basic premise from which the hypotheses were dev-eloped 
was that the past twenty · years ha7e seen a resurgence of 
black pride, and while economic advances ~~d full inte-
gration may seem agonizingly slow to ruany Bl acks, today's 
young adults have spent t heir entire lives in a growth 
fostering emotional and psychological climata which should 
have resulted in profound differences in self-concept 
between this generation of young men and previous genera-
tions of Blac k s. 
One of the expectGd p.!.•ofound differences concerns 
the effect on emotional adjustm ent . This author chose 
not to use cl i nical definitions of normal cy because in 
general the cl inical model concerns itself with maladju s t-
ment and :normalcy is typ i cally considered to be absence 
of maladjust ment. Masl C>w's conc~pt o.f self-actualization 
was chosen as a modtl s i nc e it c oncentrat~s on the proaci;ive 
aspects of p er so n ality, i ! 1 whic h t he heal t l1y ad ju sted 
p~rsonali ty i s defined " ~i s one w:Cio liv·es in the p .cesent 
with a minimu m of concern for th e p2.st as well as a 
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minimu...--n cor:.cern for the future". Such a perscnali ty finds 
his source of motivation to be in his own wa.nts and desires, 
i.e., he .is proactiYe rather than rea.ctiYe and is directed 
by his own inner sta..t'ldards and concept of self rather tha.."1 
looking to external sources for meaning and motivation. 
The confirmation of Hypothesis 2, that more 
adjusted Blacks are more highly ethnic than maladjusted 
Blacks, indicates that there is compatibility between a 
relatively h.igh degree of ethnic pride and adjustment. 
One ca..>1 pc:.cl1aps assume according tc:> the definition of 
adjustment (living in the present and inner directed) 
that the a.dju.sted subjects have more psychic time in which 
to deaJ. with -themselves as they are. The maladjusted by 
this def'ini ti on would expend more energy on past personal 
and/or group grievances or else devote so much energy 
toward future goals that they have relatively less time 
for current concerns. They would use their t::.me and 
energy in dealing wi -t;h a 81::lf--imagi; - that finds its source 
in society's evaluation of them as individuals and as a 
group. Such an understanding would fit well with the 
traditional ex:planations of racial awareness that are found 
in the cla.s~ical racial evaluation studies of Clark a.:1d 
Clark (1947), Stevenson and Stewart (19.58), Radlce and 
Trager {19.50), Goodma..."1 ( 952), and Morland (1962). 
These stt~dies in general have led to the conclu-
sion that the effects of racism have been to produce a 
climate in which many Blacks internalized t:he attitudes of 
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thP- l~ger society, leading to feelings of racial inferior-
ity and self-hatretl. One could assume that the same 
variables are present in this study's sample of maladjusted 
Blacka. 
The positive finding of the hypothesis, however, 
would seem to indicate that a change has been taking place 
~11.d that there is a population of young adult Bl~.cks who 
are better equipped psychologically tc deal with the effects 
of racism. One must be cautious and not overstate the 
case. 'rhis adjusted sample is not necessarily seen as 
happy and caxefree. That would be to fall into one of the 
old stereotypes of Blacks. However, at this time and in 
this sarri.ple, they seem to draw strength and positive 
identity from within their own. group rather than relying 
on the larger society fer definition of their identity 
and value as persons. Feelings of racial inferiority and 
self-hatred are being replaced by fe~ling~ of rac.ial pride 
and acceptance of self. It is not necessary for them to 
psychologi .~ally "become white" in order to have a positive 
self-image. On the contrary, they accept being black and 
this series to reinforce their personal sense of identity 
which includes their racial awareness as a source of pride. 
It is interesting to compare this seeming equi-
valence of ad;justment and ethnic pride with Farker and 
Kleiner's (1965) resec>.rch in which :psychopa-thology was seen 
to be the result of over~ or under-identification by Blacks 
with their own group. Parker and Kleiner found that extreme 
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raactions in either direction to ethnicity were found 
among Blacks in psychiatric hospitals. They dafined the 
heal thy Black as one who is a111bi v-alent and. conflicted about 
his ra t!ial i dentification but who basically identifies 
with Blacks a""ld is aware of and realistic about his 
status in the larger community. While the models of 
,psych ... i atric heaJ. th and self-actualization are different, 
it would c\p:p<=ar that the sample in this st1,1dy does demon-
strate that the combination of racial pride or high 
ethnicity and adjustr.ient is readily available in the general 
black co:r.mmni ty. 
Lessing (1973) and Lessing and Zagorin (1972a 1 
1972b) examined the relationship . between Black Power 
Ideoloro~ in college a..-rid high school students and found 
that ·those subjects with a high black _power orientation had 
a more po 'si ttve self-conc+:pt th2.L7. low endorsar:c: of' 1Jlact: 
power. While black power in their studias is net equiva-
lent to high ethnicity ln this study 1, it sse ;:ns reasonable 
to ,equate their finding of a more positive seL.f-concept 
with adjustment as it was defined in this study. 
Hypothesit3 .3 indicates that adjusted Blacks 'U'e 
more highJ.y et:hnic than adjusted whites. 1rhis would seem 
to be ccngruent with the pre,rious discu fJsion of Hypothesis 
2. It wo,.tld appear tha't in Blacks ethnic consciousness is 
an integ!'"al part of th ,~ir ad.justment while this is less so 
.in. the It ·aJ.ian Ame!.·lcan sample~ 
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One must proceed •,:,tith eau.tion here slnce it would 
appear that comparing the two groups only as "ethnic" 
groups is a common f~Lllacy. There h i some validity to 
the comparison but there are also essential diffe~ences 
betwee :n the two groups. If one looks . a't the two groups as 
ethnic groups who have both been subject t -o the · effects 
o~ prejudice from the larger society, then from this 
perspective today's young adult Blacks are experiencing 
a close approximation to what young adult It~..lian Americans 
(or Irish ,;r Polish) experienced two g~neratlons ago. At 
that time, some thirty 'to forty years ago, the Italian 
.Americans were a first generation group, were clearly 
lab~led and subject tci prejudice as "fvr8ignsrs" and one 
suppoSf!l3 had a higher degree of ethnic consc.:.(rn;sness than . 
does the srur..pla in this study. One could hs ;;o-ch8 size that 
as a first generation phenomenon, ethnic con s cin us ness not 
only ~omes from w5.thin the i::1.dividual but is :::l.~U::.t.i clici ted 
by the reaction of others (i,e., prejudice). The yov.ng 
men in the current sample <"J.re :remove d f:com that climate 
by twc gsncrations, and should be seen as examples of a 
third genera·ticn e t hnic group. They ha.Ye be -sn integrated 
into socibty and e ·thr~.ic consciousness while still evident 
io not as muc,1 a perva$ i ve influence in their lives as it 
was fer thei:t.' grandp~.rents • genera ti nn. 'J:his ethnic 
' 
c,-,ncciousness can easily be elici te.i ·today. Ex.:i...mples that 
come to ndnd a1:e 'the :popular.i ty of tc1e mcvies The Godfather 
1 and II, and the response: eliei ted by Joseph Columbo wher1 
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he organized the Italian American League in New York City 
in the late sixties. 
The y.ouJ1g adult Ela.ck Americans in this study 
ca..-ri, in one sense t be defined as a first generation sample. 
The beginnlng of the civil rights movement in the early 
1950s wnuld, by analogy, be similar to immigration from 
another country and the sample in this study, like a first 
generation sample, would have spent tl1eir entire · lives 
feeling the weight of the past and simultaneously 
experiencing hope about the future. 
There is some overlap between Parker and Kleiner•s 
defini tian o:f the heal thy black personality as one with 
some confllct3 about his racial identification and the 
current study•s definition which uses self-actualization 
as a model. Assuming Pa!'ker and Kleiner to be correct, 
the young adult Blacks in this stud~r do feel sorne conflict 
while for the young adult Italian American that conflict 
is part of h.ts family's history but .is no longer n present: 
and direct C()ncern to him. 
The fallacy inherent to this equal ethnic gro'..lp 
comparison is two-fold and involves two issues -- color 
and the histo.ricc1.l experience of slavery in America, Color 
is an essen"r.ial rather "than accidental diffe~ence betwaen 
the groups. The fact of color adds a significant dimension 
to the equation and as such precludes any simple answers 
or hopes for "the future. As Kenneth Clark (195.5) hao saidt 
"'.rhe child cannot learn what racial group he belongs to 
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...-ithout beir..g inirolved 1n a larger pattern of emotions, 
co11fl .icts a.nd desires which are part of his growing know-
ledge of what society thinks about his race" (p. 2J). From 
this pob1t of vi ew, considering color as a unique charac-
teris t ic that neither the group no!' the larger society can 
easily disregard, it would appear l .ogical that ethnic 
consciousness would always be at a higher level in Blacks 
than in ot .her non-black ethnic groups. Another way of 
saying the same thing is that at some point in time for a 
white ethnic group, ethnic consciom~ness ca.Tl. become a 
relatively subliminal phenomenon, available when elicited 
but . otherwise: quiescent. For an ethnic group that is dis-
·tinguished by color, it would seem likely, even necessary, 
that ethnic consciousness be always su:praliminal. 
Another reason for regarding any one-to-one 
comparison between Black Americans and ar1y other white 
ethnic group as fallacious is found in the history of the 
black experience in .Amer.lea and involves signifi°cant 
differences in ethni ;~ consciousness fron the time of 
arrival in ti'-iis country. Other ethnic groups have managed 
to transpla :1t their original cultures and religious 
prac .tices in .to · the axisting Bocial fabric so that a strong 
continuity was mcdntained between the old world and the 
new world. While J)rejud.ice made the transition dif'ficul·t, 
the dlfflcul tie s ":ere sur-rr;.ounted by these gr,:>ups in a."1cl. 
through their exist t ng l~ultures. The Jews, whether in the 
ancl~nt diaspora or in the historically more recent 
immigration s "to Anerica in the 0arly 1900s, were able to 
find and na inta in a source ego st ~eng th and self-
identity in ·th eir ,.fowishn~~ss. Likewise, the Italia."'1 
Amc•ricans who 8amt-: tc A.m.erica. a.t the same t.ime transplanted 
'their old cu.l tu.re . into r~ew surroundings. Despite eY.ternal 
a sense of 
ethnic cons ciou sness a.nd S1:!lf- ,.;stsem. 
Bla~k Americans hav:a h2.d an experienc e r~dically 
diffBrent fro m other et:1r :Lc groups ; an experi r,nc,~ that 
is radically different ev-en f rom that of the Chi .nesa ,in 
California in the last century 8.!1d the Japanese in 
California in the present eentur·y. It is slaver.y wh.ie:c1 
makes their expe!'ience spec:i.ficaJ.ly ;,miq_ue si.nca s -1.av-ery 
involved a. sy ·s tematic destr.uct:1.cn of their pre-8.xist.in g 
African culture. 
Slaves Wi!.!re not aJ.J.(,wed to mar.:t-;y .,:.:nd <;:stablish 
wh:at is mean t by e th nic (;on scL: ,w:,ness at all. While in 
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a se~se one can speculate in terms of "first generation" 
while other ethnic groups have passed that stage, it is 
equally possible - and perhaps even probable - that we are 
witnessing the generation of a brand new ethnic conscious-
ness in the new freedom which only recently has developed 
since th8 initial break with their African culture and 
after three hundred years of absorption of an alien culture. 
A further analysis of the data was conducted on 
the relationship between scnres for the concept "Me" and 
the ethnic concept for both blacks and whites on the 
semantic differential. There were no significa."lt differences 
in responses between the two concepts for Blacks (t = .94, 
NS) or :for the Italian Americans ( t = • 67, NS). Mea.'1s, 
standard deviatio ns a.nd t sccres are presented in Table?, 
The interpretation here is the sxpected one that there is 
a heal thy integration of one ' .s feelings about one's ethnic 
background into one's self-concept. 
The only specific trend visible in this ethnic 
data is on the scale "ugly-beautiful" on the con::ept 
0 Black Americans". Fifty-six percent cf the Ela.ck subjects 
checked the 1·J space while the remaining 44 percent spread 
their scores from -1 through +2, A histogram of the data 
is prese!', t ed in Figure 1. A significant chi-square value 
of 40. J2 was f ound, '\Yhich is ;~ignificarrt (at the • 001 
leYel for 4 deg;..~ees of freedom the chi-square value is 
18.5). The interpretation here is that the Black Americans 
TABLE 7 
Test For Significance For The Ccn~ept "Me" 
And The Concepts "Black Americans" 
And "Itali~n .Americ ans " On l'he Semantic Differential 
BLACK GROUP 
__c..Q.!19 ep t "Me" Concept "Black Americans" 
Mean SD N Mean SD N t 
·-
15.0 7.2 44 lJ.4 8.J 41+ .94 NS 
ITALIAN AliIERICAN GROUP 
Conce_pt "Me" ~·- Ccm.cept "It alia11,_America.."1s.:__ 
Mean SD N Mean SD N 
-------------- ·---------- --- · 
t 
10 • .5 5.7 44 11.4 6,2 44 6., • I NS 
------·----------------------
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25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
-3 -2 
ugly 
I 
-1 0 +l 
I 
+2 +.3 
beautiful 
Fig. 1. Histogram shewing frequency distribution of 
scores for the scale i•ugly-beauti:ful" fo .r the 
cone ept "Blac k: ~\.meric ans" • 
Chi-Square = ,~o. J2, < . 001 
degrees of fr ,sedom = 4 
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wer·e respondirJ .g to the slogan "black is beautiful". On the 
other sca..l~s for ,ai ther g.~oup there was no discernible 
trend. 
The failur~ o.f t he three hypotheses concerning 
field depe ndence-independence involves both theoretical 
and methodological considerations. 
Theoretic a l Consid~ration~ 
The theoretical basis for all three hypotheses 
was fou.'1.d in the field dependency re~earch which ·gave 
strong indic?.'tions that field dependent personalities are 
more subject to a diminished or lesser sense of separate 
identity which is ma.nifestr~d by more reli2J1ce on external 
sources for definition of one's attitudes, judgments, 
sentiments and view of ones12lf. Studies such as that of 
Konstadt and Forr ia....,_ (1965) suggested that field dependent 
subjects are more disrupted by&. negative emotional climate 
than are field independents. Field dependents were more 
externally directed in both cognitive .and affective 
behavior. 
The li tez-ature of blac :k history and self-identity 
lend suppo:i:."t to thl3 id e a tha t a negative Yalence existed 
in being black in Ameri can scciety, acd consequently one 
would o::<p'.;:Ct Blacks 't o scor-8 .lower OD dependency becaw:,e 
of less opportun i ty fo :::- ~g,:, develop•r .. ent. Tho~e relatively 
field independent B.1.aclrn wcrn.1.d be more internally directed 
and consequently less sw3ca:ptible to the J.arg9r societyws 
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negative va lue and inf'luence and thus experience more 
freedom in their own self-evaluation and self-worth. That 
is the logic which led to the hypothesis that field i ndepen-
den ·ts would be :more highly ethnic than field deper: .dents. 
Hypothesis 4 followed from the above logic that 
adjusted people (Time Competent and Inner Directed) would 
be relatively more field independent than the maladjusted. 
(Time Incom.petent and Other Directed) and by extension one 
wou1d expect among the maladjusted that Blacks would be 
more dependent than whites which is Hypothesis 5. For the 
latter hypothesis, there is the evidence from Barclay and 
Cusumano who found that there was a significant difference 
in field dependence :for the black half of their subjects 
in r.eJ.~.tion to the white subjects who were more field 
independent. A supp.le:mentary t-test was used to test the 
hypothesis that there would .be a difference in diff'eren-
tiaticn between Blacks and whites. At of 1.08 was n~t 
significant. The means, standard deviations and t score 
are presented in Table 8. 
One possiole explanation for the fail ure of the 
field dependence-field ind~pendence hypotheses may be that 
ethnic consciousness P. •nd t he ego-building effects of this 
consciousness have so comple t ely been adopted by the black 
com.'llun.i ty that one ct;..n !3Xpeu t to find ,ethnic pric ~e ir :.-es-
pective o:f field depend enc e-i nd ependan ce . Theae hypotheses 
may well ha.Vt:! besn valid one to two deca <Jes ago, but are no 
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TABLE 8 
;Qe..12,endency Dat~ For Blacks And Whi}eS 
Groups 
Black White 
Mean SD N Mean SD N ... 
" - ·-~-
Dependency 8.09 4.84 L~4 9.75 .5.38 4'+ 1.08 NS 
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longer ·viable. Unfortunately, there is no way to test this. 
The literature on field dependency suggests that 
those peo pl e who are particularly susceptiblt) to external 
influences f'or definition of self would be relatively more 
field dependent. The external environment in the ca.se of 
Blacks wa,s clearl~r negative. The assumption in this study 
was that racism and prejudice in American society wou.ld 
effect field dependents in such a way as to produce low 
scores on ar1 ethnic identification task, i.e., they would 
assimilate the negative attitudes and prejudices toward 
their ethnic and racial group and chose not to id~ntify 
strongly wi ·th it and in some cases to disassociate entirely 
from the group as is discussed in the Parker and Kleiner 
study. 
Conversely, it was hypothesized that field 
independent Blacks who should not be as susceptible to 
e1tternal inflnenci3S for definition of self would be mo!'e 
open ·to developing a positiv e self attitude which incorporates 
their ethnic and racial origins. The assump+.ion was made 
here that there was a sig.ru£ica.nt correlation between 
dafini tion l?f self and ethnic pride for Black Americans. 
The results of thi.s study would suggest that this 
direct cause and effect rela i;ionship is not valid, at least 
in a cross-sect :i..on of Iihl')de Isla."'ld young adult Black 
American.a. It might hold true for a.r. older generatio n here 
which would have been raisad in a di:ffei:-ent social climate. 
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Perhaps, also, the h:,:rpothesi.s would hold :!.n other areas of 
the country wilere prejudice might be more overt than it is 
here~ 
MethodQ_logicaJ ConsideratiD~ 
.Zigler (1963a, 196Jb), Wachtel (1972) and Vernon 
(1972) have advanced the thesis that intelligence both 
confounds and limits the interpretation of test perform-
ance. Where Witkin argues that tests cf field dependence 
are measuring factor III of the WISC (Picture Completion, 
Block Design and Object Assembly), Wachtel feels that it 
is the full scale IQ which correlates best with the tests 
of fi~ld dependence, If Wachtel is correct, then level of 
education was not controlled for in this study aml may have 
been a confounding variable, 
Perhaps the most important variable which may 
have contributed to the failure of Hypothesis 1, 4 and 5 
was the relatively small number of subjects. Originally, 
'the intention was to use a larger N, However, seriouG 
and significant difficulties were encountered in the search 
for subjects. These difficulties were of two kinds. First, 
this kind o:f research about Blacks elicited a great deal 
of resistence among vaxious administrators who would 
normally be expected to coop -arate in this type of study. 
The subject of black ethnicity was seen by many ad.mini.£-
trators as a source .:,f bad publi.ci ty a.'1d bad ptiblic relationt,. 
In two Catholic high scho::il '3 appr0v-al was g:I.ven for the 
stuciy bu"t ':ih en it came time to actually contact subjects 
and arran ge for parental consent, the ·shole issue was 
considered "too sensitive" and regrets were offered. The 
same process obtained in a large urban school system which 
was asked to provide Italian American control subjects. 
Once e.gain, the issue of sensitivity was given as the 
reason for not being able to offer cooperation but here 
it was a question of Italian American sensitivity. 
The other difficulty arose from a community ethnic 
which .in s1ibstance said that Blacks should not take tests 
under any circumstances. This issue was hard to deal with 
as a.'1 issue. Two black administrators were contacted and 
turned out to bG relucta."1.t to offer even minimal assistance. 
One refused outright to meet with the author ( after sev-8 .ral 
,. 
requests for an appointment). The other, after much 
persuasion ar1d argument about the issue of testing Blacks, 
did agree to cooperate, but then said that he had no way 
to ma.l<:e subjects available. This case was particularly 
disappointing because the author felt that this was the 
only person who met the issue directly. The principal 
of a large urban high school, while u..~able to help because 
f ~· \..,. - +' ~· - . b. o nis S!! .. oo..L sys ..,em s po.ucy, was mos,; encouraging a ouT. 
the study it s elf and spent seYeral hours with the author-
discussing his o'Wrl views about the relationship of ethnicity 
to personality, A colleague who is a personal friend -of 
a black administrator in a black university in t11e midwest 
was unable 'to secure his friend's coc_peration. 
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These difficulties rmch reduced the N in the 
study and probably resulted in a subject pool which was 
rel~tively rather than absolutely field dependent or field 
.independent. Another consideration that may have possibly 
biased the results is the effect of sampling fro~ a Boys' 
Club and blaclc church population rather than from the 
larger, more heterogeneous population availa .ble in the 
public schools. 
Conclusions and Implications for Future ResearcJl 
The major finding of this study is that there 
exists a population of well-adjusted Black Americans who are 
h.;_gh1y ethnic. This aspect -of the study bodes well for the 
future of' race ralations in America as well as for the 
personal and individual growth of Blacks. While racism 
itself is perhaps not in a decline, i·c;:; effects on its past 
victims would seem to be drawing to a close. 
One could also consider- extendin g the implications 
o:f these findings to women's groups and other minority 
groups who are trying to develop more "ethnicity". The 
aphorism "in unity the .re is strength" may gain a wider 
mea..'"1.ing with implicatio ns for the development of personal5- t y 
a~ we1.l as its usual poli t ical i mplications. 
A number of t h eoretical and methodological issues 
have been disc~ s sed en the issue of the relationship ~f 
·the differe nt iation construct to ethnicity. Mcst were incon-
clusive and there remains the possibility that field 
.dependency-inde::p ~nd.ency may still be considered a v-iable 
-,;ay of appr oac hin g the problem, From the f i.nding s of 
th.is study, however, one must conclude that there is no 
primary causative relationship between field dependency 
a.11d ethnicity. 
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Future research should concern the laboratory 
model, using a much_.larger number of subjects and it is 
suggested tha:t more than one test of psychological 
differentiati on be used, The laboratory model could be 
expected to clearly identify samples of field dependent 
and field independent subjects and more meaningful results 
could be produced. 
Future researchers should take note of the 
difficulty the author faced in recruiting subjects. This 
was conceived as a 11 stree-t 0 study and the author experienced 
many "real world" problems 5.n h.is search for subjects. 
Ideally, a future researcher would himself be Black a:,."·d 
would have some direct source of subjects on which to 
exercise some benign coercion. 
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APPENDICES 
CONFIDEHTIAL APPENDIX A 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
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Plea.se answer the following questions to the best of you.r 
ability. The purpose of the questions is to control for 
educational and social differences. 
NAME 
--------------
How old are you? 
-----
City or town where your family lives ___________ _ 
Has your family moved here from any other part of the 
country? _____ If yes, from where __________ _ 
How many years ago ____ _ 
Is your mother still living'? ___ _ 
Is your father still living? ____ _ 
Do thsy live together? ________ _ 
How many brothers do you have'?,.........__,._.,.--r-Sisters? ___ _ 
Are you the first, second er third child etc.? ____ _ 
Put an X .in the space that best describes your famlly 
Professional class (lawyer, doctor, 
----- college professor, etc.) 
Middle class 
-----
_____ Working class 
Do you gc to school? 
-----
Please give a guess as to how intelligent you are in com-
parison with other people your age 
_____ Superior 
_____ Above-average 
_____ Average 
______ Belew average 
If you are in school now or when you were in. school, were 
your marks 
_____ Mostly As 
_____ Mostly Es 
____ Mostly Cs 
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APPENDIX B 
nME" 
Here a.re a group of words that most people use when they 
talk about themselves and other people. Place an X on the 
space which shows best where you think that YOU YOURSELF 
fall on the pairs of words. 
GOOD 
PASSIVE 
KIND 
HARD 
SLOW 
POWERPUL 
SACRED 
EXCrrABLE 
UNI~u?ORTANT 
UGLY 
--
BAD 
WEAK 
ACTIVE 
CRUEL 
SOFT 
QUICK 
CLEAN 
POWERLESS 
PROFANE 
CALM 
IMPORTANT' 
BEAU'l' IFUL 
.APPENDIX C 
BLACK AMERICANS 
Here a.re a group of words that most people use when they talk 
about themselYes and other people. Place an X on the space 
which shows best where you think ·that BL.ACK .i\.N.iliHIC.ANS fall 
on the pairs of words. 
GOOD BAD 
STRONG _____ ,__ _ _ WEAK 
PASSIVE ACTIVE 
KIND CRUEL 
HARD 
--~-----
SOFT 
SLOW QUICK 
DIRTY CLEAN 
POWERFUL POWERLESS 
SACRED PRO.F'ANE 
EXCITABLE CALM 
UNir@ORTANT Ii\1l'OR'.r.ANT 
UGLY BEAUTIFUL ~ 
APPENDIX D 
IT.\LIAN AMERICANS 
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Here are a group of words that most people use when they talk 
about themselves and other people. Place an X on the space 
which shows best where ~ou think that ITALIAN AMERICANS fall 
on the pairs of words. 
GOOD BAD 
- - - - - - -
STRONG WEAK 
--- - -- - -
PASSIVE ACTIVE 
- -- - - - -
KIND CRUEL 
- -- -- - -
F.ARD SOFT 
- --- - - - -
SLOW QUICK 
-
_. ._ 
- - - -
DIRTY CLEAI-J 
- -- -- - -
POWERFUL POWERLESS 
S_\CRED PROFANE 
EXCITABLE CALM 
UNIMPORTk'i 1r ____ ·- _ _ _ IMPORTANT 
UGI,Y _ __ _ _ _ _ _ BEAUTIFUL 
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APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE I'I 1EMS FROM THE PEP.SONft.L ORIENTATION INVENTORY 
1. a. I am bound b'~r ., the principle of fairness. 
b. I am j.1.ot absolutely bound by the principle of 
fairness. 
2. a. When &. friend does roe a favor, I feel that I must 
return it. 
b. When a .friend does me a favor, T do not feel that .J. 
I must return it. 
J. a. T feel that I must t1lv1ays tell the truth. .. 
b. I do not always tell the truth. 
Fig. 2. 
APPENDIX P 
Scatter plot of ethnicity and depende~cy scores 
for Blacks 
I ;t/111 
- l · • 
-- - -- • ---- -- -- - lt9 . If . 
- . 
• -
APPENDIX G 
Fig. 3. Scatter plot of ethnicity and time competence-
adjustment scores fer Blacks 
J 
.APPENDIX H 
Scatt ,er plot of ethnicity and inner direction-
adjustment scores for Blacks 
--- ! I 
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